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The 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) is first and foremost a 
disarmament treaty, which aims to destroy existing stocks of Chemical 
weapons (CW) and prevent Chemical rearmament under international 
supervision. The treaty is extremely complex, because many Chemicals it 
covers have important legitimate civilian applications, while many of the 
civilian Chemical manufacturing plants and research establishments could 
easily be converted for CW development and production. Over the past 
décades the Chemical industry has established itself across the world. For 
many developing countries, the Chemical sector has become an important 
component of économie, scientific and technological progress. The 
knowledge and capability to manufacture CW have thus spread beyond the 
countries that held or currently hold CW stocks. To generate confidence in 
the global security régime established by the CWC these industries too have 
to be submitted to international vérification. Universal adhérence to the 
treaty will greatly strengthen the conventional norm. The CWC must 
therefore attract the ratifications of States that do not possess CW or have 
not been exposed to CW threats. Article XI of the CWC provides such an 
incentive by requesting ail States parties to implement the CWC in a manner 
which avoids hampering the économie or technological development of 
other States parties, and international co-operation in the fleld of Chemical 
activities for purposes not prohibited under the convention. In addition, 
Article VI grants States parties the right to have access to certain dual-use 
Chemical compounds and technologies for purposes it does not prohibit. 
Eventually, States parties will be forbidden to export some of these 
commodities to non-states parties, while other Chemicals will be subjected 
to an export control régime specified in the convention.
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Such provisions go far beyond the traditional understanding of security 

and disarmament. Negotiations for the CWC were mostly conducted during 
the Cold War when forces of the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty 
Organization had CW at their disposai and the threat of Chemical warfare in 
Europe was deemed to be real. The main goal of the negotiations was to 
eliminate that threat by destroying the respective stocks under international 
supervision and establishing a stringent vérification régime so that the 
adversary would be unable to maintain a clandestine CW armament 
programme. By the time the convention entered into force on 29 April 1997 
the global system had changed fundamentally. In the past 15 years the world 
has witnessed the use and threat of use of CW in two wars in the Middle 
East and by terrorists against unsuspecting civilian targets. Concems over 
prolifération of CW, as well as other unconventional weapons, have moved 
to the top of the security agenda. Article I of the CWC, which contains the 
core prohibition and requirements, also forbids States parties to assist 
anyone in any way in an activity prohibited under the convention. As the 
increased access to knowledge, technologies, equipment and other dual-use 
goods is considered part of the prolifération threat, Articles I and XI have 
come to symbolize the diametrically opposed expectations the 
industrialized and developing countries have from the CWC. The insistence 
by several supplier States meeting in the Australia Group to maintain a 
supplementary CW-related export control régime outside the CWC has 
further widened the rift between North and South.

Arms control and disarmament increasingly penetrate non-military areas 
of society and regulate legitimate civilian activities as they seek to avert the 
diversion of dual-use commodities for illegitimate or potentially 
destabilizing armament programmes. The resulting concerns about 
hampering économie and societal development will have to be 
accommodated with the more traditional security expectations. This tension 
poses a formidable challenge to the implémentation of the CWC and the 
future of the treaty régime.

This article analyses the importance of Article XI for reaching universal 
adhérence to the CWC. Although the convention establishes a global 
disarmament régime, dynamics on the régional and sub-regional levels 
force states to make complex security calculations in order to ratify the 
CWC. The issue of joining the treaty is context relative and dépends upon 
whether states are seeking absolute or relative gains. The factors involved 
may differ from région to région or from period to period. It thus becomes 
possible to identify the circumstances under which Article XI acts as an 
incentive for a State to join the CWC. For many developing countries with 
low-intensity security interactions Article XI may be the sole reason to sign 
and ratify the CWC. The analysis also reveals some situations in which
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Article XI is entirely irrelevant to the choice of whether or not to join the 
treaty. The success of the CWC and any future global arms control or 
disarmament agreement will dépend on récognition of the multiplicity of 
expectations, which is reflected in the relative importance States attach to 
individual provisions.

The Chemical Weapons Convention as a Security Régime

Arms control or disarmament is part of security stratégies designed to 
reduce extemal threats and increase stability. In the fîrst case, parties freeze 
the quantitative level of a particular class of weaponry, which can be higher 
or lower than at the moment of the agreement. In the case of disarmament, 
the parties agree to reduce the arms category to zéro. Arms control and 
disarmament require the collective action of two or more parties who share 
the view that mutual limitations of military capabilities increase their 
security more than the continuation of unilatéral policies, such as armament. 
In the process, they are willing to accept limitations of absolute sovereignty. 
An arms control or disarmament treaty offers States that wish to join it the 
prospect of absolute gains. An absolute gain can be understood as the total 
reward received by a State in response to an action and can be measured by 
comparing the security condition of the state to that of itself at a différent 
time. The primary benefît a state may obtain from joining such a co
opérative régime is the decrease in the likelihood of a potential adversary 
inflicting damage with the weapon category concemed. A disarmament 
treaty thus holds out the prospect of far greater absolute gains (and losses) 
than an arms control agreement, because the weapon category in question is 
entirely eliminated.

Today, the choice for arms control or disarmament is still not évident. 
Because no govemment accepts vulnerability, it seeks to maintain if not 
increase military strength to preserve its national security. Yet in the process 
it will experience greater insecurity as an unanticipated conséquence of the 
response by other States to the security dilemma. The security dilemma 
arises because every state accumulâtes military assets for its own defence, 
but other states cannot be certain that such accumulation is for défensive 
purposes only. Based on worst-case scénarios States will match the military 
power of other states. This vicious circle may actually lead to less security, 
while every protagonist incurs the cost of having acquired and having to 
maintain that increased military power.1 The dynamic appears to operate in 
one direction only, namely that of ever-increasing levels of qualitative or 
quantitative armament. Arms acquisitions are not solely an expression of 
international compétition. They also serve to maintain the military status 
quo, whereby domestic influences and technological changes too may
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pressure States into changing the quantity and quality of the armed forces 
they already possess.2 Unilatéral steps towards disarmament do not appear 
to elicit similar concessions from adversarial or friendly States. One possible 
explanation is the necessity to maintain preparedness against ail possible 
enemies and not just a single State. Another reason may be the impossibility 
for an outsider to ascertain that the policy déclaration is actually being 
implemented. From these observations it follows that no State can ever 
achieve total security. A State has little, if any, leverage on other actors in 
the international arena and will therefore always have to confront a variety 
of challenges. A ‘security déficit’ emerges because it can never meet ail 
contingencies no matter what military préparations it undertakes. While the 
security déficit contains an objective component -  for instance, the 
différences in numbers and types of weapon deployed -  it is foremost an 
expression of the subjective appréciation of the extemal threat.

Such a perception of the international system makes international co
opération problematic. States position themselves in comparison with or 
against other States and consequently seek or fear relative gains, which offer 
disproportionate benefits that change the balance between two or more 
States. Relative gains create advantages when they allow the State that 
benefits more to secure additional gains in the future and thus influence 
other outcomes in the same or other security-related domains. 
Consequently, the security dilemma and, more importantly, the security 
déficit can be an important obstacle on the road to arms control or 
disarmament. An arms control or disarmament agreement must provide an 
adéquate answer to this fundamental issue if it is to establish an effective 
treaty régime. The création of a political climate conducive to arms control 
and disarmament both among the States concemed and within the States 
themselves will be prerequisite. Since the security déficit contains a 
substantive subjective element, States do not necessarily hold static 
perceptions of gains. Certain situations may emphasize the importance of 
relative gains, while other circumstances may encourage absolute gains. 
The security condition of a State at any given point in time may détermine 
the nature of the security policies and stratégies that State adopts. One 
example illustrâtes the point. Ten years ago the West expressed grave 
concem about the Soviet stockpile of CW, which amounted to 40,000 agent 
tonnes. Today these CW are still there, but few security planners view them 
as a direct threat to the West.

The Chemical Weapons Convention offers states parties considérable 
absolute gains both in terms of security and économie advantages. While it 
is the longest and most detailed disarmament treaty thus far, the strength of 
the treaty régime will nevertheless evolve as a conséquence of intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors. The manner in which the CWC is able to react to direct
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challenges, such as violations, détermines the intrinsic strength of the 
convention. The CWC must thus extend sufficient security guarantees so 
that the States parties can address their security dilemma and perception of 
the security déficit over an extended period. The extrinsic challenges are 
closely connected to the environment in which the CWC must function. 
Certain developments, such as new discoveries or the increasing importance 
of new political actors, can make the treaty irrelevant or at least undermine 
it seriously if it does not possess the necessary mechanisms to adapt. The 
international community will consequently have to redefine the 
conventional norm permanently if the CWC is to remain relevant under ail, 
even unforeseen, circumstances.

This long-term adaptability is key to the permanent ability of the CWC 
to provide a sufficient security régime to meet future challenges posed by 
CW. Adhering to the convention can indeed place any country in an acute 
security dilemma. Each State party commits itself individually to the treaty 
régime and not to other States, irrespective of whether these have joined the 
CWC or not. As long as it does not withdraw from the convention, it 
renounces CW under ail circumstances, including in-kind retaliation.3 It 
even agréés not to adopt a deterrence posture with CW. A violation of the 
convention or a chemical threat by a non-state party consequently créâtes a 
highly asymmetrical security condition with potential relative gains, to 
which a state party must seek an adéquate answer through alternative 
measures. The goal of universal adhérence is one mechanism to reduce the 
relative gains a state might hope to achieve by defecting from the treaty 
régime.

The Option of Disarmament in the Global/Regional Interface

Security questions manifest themselves in différent ways depending on 
whether they are viewed from a global or régional perspective. For example, 
despite their enormous divergence in capabilities, it is conceivably easier 
for a small country such as Belgium and a behemoth like China to reach 
consensus on the security benefits of the CWC, than for instance between 
Iran and Iraq. Policy-makers will therefore often argue that insights and 
solutions offered by global and régional approaches to security are mutually 
exclusive. The security dilemma and the résultant security déficit may be ail 
the more acute on the régional level if manifest adversary security 
relationships exist between States. The global level allows for abstraction, 
which makes it possible to break down security into its constituent elements 
and deal with each issue independently. Precisely this abstraction makes the 
choice by a state to pursue absolute gains easier. The régional level of 
analysis and policy-making lacks much of that abstraction and consequently
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préserves the atmosphère of relative gains concems. In particular, the 
distribution of capabilities becomes a less theoretical concept in security 
relations because the States in question often share borders. Even in the case 
of non-contiguous countries the quality of particular weapon Systems will 
force States to supplément their traditional perimeter defence with over-the- 
horizon assets. The threat perceptions can be particularly acute on the 
régional level so that joining a particular disarmament régime may involve 
security risks too great to take (i.e. relative losses) if other issues are not 
addressed simultaneously.

The impact of régional geopolitics on arms control and disarmament is 
still little understood. This is partially the conséquence of the difficulties in 
comprehending the security dynamics on the intra-regional and inter-regional 
levels. For example, in the late 1950s and early 1960s India was committed 
to the development of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes only and 
remained so despite fierce parliamentary criticism after the Indian military 
debacle against China in 1962. The policy broke down after China exploded 
its first nuclear device in 1964. Ten years later, India conducted its so-called 
peaceful nuclear explosion. While the step can be viewed as a judicious 
exercise in deterrence, combined with domestic political developments in 
India it caused great anxiety in neighbouring Pakistan, leading to the 
initiation of its own nuclear weapon programme.4 This created an awkward 
triangular nuclear deterrence relationship in South Asia, especially since 
China hardly considers itself to be part of that région. Yet the Indian ability 
to target some of the Chinese missiles affects the Sino-Russian security 
équation. When the Pakistanis later expressed the view that the nuclear bomb 
would place them in the forefront of the Islamic world,5 it added another 
threat level for, for instance, Israël in the Middle East. This example 
demonstrates that international security is indeed a seamless web and intra- 
regional issues may easily become inter-regional or even global concems.

Establishing these boundaries is another factor complicating the 
understanding of arms control and disarmament on the régional level. The 
United Nations, for instance, encourages régional arms control measures, 
but has so far deliberately avoided formulating a précisé définition of what 
constitutes a région.6 The psychological reality of régional security sub- 
systems cannot be dismissed. ‘Région’ has been defined as a distinct and 
significant subsystem of security relations among a set of States, whose fate 
is that they have been locked into geographical proximity with each other.7 
Closeness may thus increase the acuteness of political and military threat 
perceptions. The Middle East provides a prime example of the complexities 
involved in applying the définition. In its broadest sense, the Middle East 
stretches from Mauritania on the Atlantic coast to Iran in Southwest Asia 
and reaches as far south as the Sudan and Ethiopia. Deep political, ethnie,
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cultural and religious fault lines run through this vast territory. It may make 
sense to delineate geopolitical régions in function of the cleavage to be 
analysed. However, for régional approaches to security and arms control, the 
proposition may be unrealistic. These fault lines, alone or in combination, 
may impel armament dynamics and therefore block moves towards 
confidence building and restraint. The proposed définition also does not 
explain how to differentiate between States that belong to a particular région 
and those that fall outside it despite their geographical proximity with each 
other. Sub-Saharan countries, for instance, are not usually considered in the 
security équations of the Middle East. To summarize, pattems of amity and 
enmity cannot be predicted from a simple considération of the distribution of 
power. Other elements play a rôle, such as border disputes, ethnie affinity, 
ideological alignments or longstanding historical links.

A useful heuristic device is the ‘régional security complex’, which 
comprises a group of States within some particular geographical area whose 
primary security concems link together sufficiently closely so that their 
national securities cannot realistically be considered apart from one 
another.8 It points to the intense interdependence among a set of States that 
distinguishes that particular set from neighbouring ones. That 
interdependence can be expressed both in terms of rivalry -  for instance, the 
China-India-Pakistan triangle -  and of shared interests, as in the Nordic 
security set-up. The relationships are durable, but not perpétuai.

The régional security complex thus consists of a set of security 
relationships that stands out from the général background because of its 
relatively strong, inward-looking character. Consequently, the outward 
security interactions with the neighbouring States are relatively weak. In this 
way it becomes possible to identify the boundaries of a complex based on 
the criterion of ‘relative indifférence’. Relative indifférence explains why 
the accumulation of particular kinds of weapons affects the threat 
perception of the countries within the région and why they are viewed with 
far less concem outside that région. For example, the characteristics of the 
armament dynamics in the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa are 
fundamentally différent. Yet, no threat imbalance seems to be perceived 
between the two régions. In other words, some psychological constructs 
appear to function that enable the peoples involved to identify what 
countries should be included in the région and what countries can be 
excluded or play only a marginal rôle. States will consequently be much 
more responsive to changes affecting their relative position inside the 
régional security complex than to such changes with respect to outside 
actors. Régional security complexes are also demarcated by buffer states 
between them. Afghanistan, for example, separates the Middle East from 
the South Asian security complex. This explains why Iran has developed its
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économie and trade relations with States around the Caspian Sea and 
Afghanistan and seeks to exploit the natural resources in the Indian Océan, 
while the bulk of its military forces face westward to Iraq and the Gulf. A 
régional security complex may enclose some smaller States, whose 
importance is derived from pattems of alignment within the complex. 
Furthermore, a total lack of balance may sometimes typify the relationship 
inside the complex. This is, for instance, very clear if one views China, 
which has far greater security concems in the north, versus India and 
Pakistan. Finally, the intervention of outside powers can heavily influence 
the distribution of power within the régional security complex.

Arms control and disarmament make up one subset of security policies 
that aim at reducing threats and increasing stability. Within a régional 
security complex they can play a major contributing rôle if security policies 
are directed towards the maintenance of the status quo. In friendly 
relationships arms control and disarmament will confirm the prévalent 
security environment; in antagonistic ones they will promote confidence 
building and increase régional stability. Arms control and disarmament 
become much more complicated propositions if they are pursued to change 
antagonistic relationships into more amicable ones. In and of themselves 
these security stratégies cannot reverse such a relationship because of the 
fear that they could provide the adversary with relative gains. They can only 
take root in an environment conducive to such a reversai. When the tuming 
point has been reached -  that is, when the political actors begin to value 
absolute gains over relative ones -  they will promote and accelerate the 
transition towards more amicable interactions.9

Régional policy-makers face the choice between global, régional or even 
bilatéral approaches. The track record does not provide unambiguous 
answers as to the preferability of the level on which the arms control or 
disarmament stratégies should be pursued. In the nuclear field, the process 
has moved since the 1960s through a complex mix of global and bilatéral 
measures.10 The régional level played an important rôle through the création 
of nuclear weapon-free zones (NWFZ), whereby subsets of States opted to 
maintain the status quo regarding non-possession and tried to restrict the 
room for manoeuvre for nuclear-weapon States in their particular 
geographical area. The negotiations of the 1972 Biological and Toxin 
Weapons Convention (BTWC) were mostly a global affair. The East-West 
context was then the dominant paradigm, but the neutral and non-aligned 
countries nonetheless had a major impact on the délibérations. The treaty- 
making process of the CWC combined bilateralism, regionalism and 
globalism. Although the negotiating format was definitely a global one, it 
took a bilatéral breakthrough between the United States and the Soviet 
Union in 1989 to move the multilatéral talks in Geneva forward. In contrast,
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the global imperative ensured that the idea of chemical-weapon-free zones 
(CWFZ) was stillbom in the 1980s.

For nuclear, Chemical and biological weapons, arms control and 
disarmament have an inescapable global dimension. The degree of 
universality is an important indicator of the relevance and strength of a 
global treaty and non-states parties will undergo growing international 
pressure to join it. However, the greater the universality of the treaty the 
greater the régional relative gain a state may acquire by not joining or 
defecting from the agreement. Nevertheless, because of the growing 
strength of the international norm, the opportunity costs for maintaining the 
armament dynamic in défiance of that norm will continue to rise, forcing 
abandonment when the state is no longer willing to expend the required 
political capital. This is one aspect of how an international treaty can 
address the security déficit sufficiently so that a state can confidently 
renounce any présent or future quest for such a military capability.11

For ail its merits, this process as presented generates two major 
problems. First, from the perspective of the global régime ail states are 
considered equal units essentially facing a simple choice: either they join 
the treaty régime or they do not. The latter option, however, is met with 
disapprobation. States possessing no weapons covered by the treaty or for 
which the threat with such weapons is virtually non-existent thus come 
under strong pressure to enter the treaty régime. Yet implémentation may 
involve considérable financial cost, especially if the agreement contains 
elaborate vérification mechanisms and créâtes an international organization 
to oversee implémentation. Since such a state cannot achieve an absolute 
gain by joining the treaty régime because the weapons in question do not 
constitute a part of its security déficit, compensation in another -  perhaps 
non-military -  domain may well be the only incentive to become a state 
party. Second, the like-unit status of states as a conséquence of the 
abstraction on the global level may also obscure the unequal distribution of 
capabilities and gains affecting the security équations on the régional or 
sub-regional levels. If the treaty offers no adéquate substitute to the function 
the class of weapons plays in the way a state can address its security déficit, 
then that state will refuse to become a party. Existential threats and fear of 
relative losses can be critical factors in régional security complexes. The 
shifts of the discussions between the global, régional and sub-regional 
levels are therefore probably a necessary part of the negotiation process in 
order to achieve an effective disarmament régime.

Functional Equivalence and its Impact on Disarmament

A global disarmament treaty has to embrace a variety of existing security
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relations. States may have active security interactions with each other or 
not. Within a given set of security interactions ail, some or none of the 
participating States may possess the arms category under considération. For 
each state the reasons for possessing or not possessing these weapons may 
differ. The relative importance attached to the arsenal furthermore dépends 
on whether the state in question views itself as a global, régional or sub- 
regional actor.

As the global security debate allows for a considérable degree of 
abstraction it becomes possible to break down security into its elements and 
consider each one independently. Hence the séparation of the forums dealing 
with, for example, nuclear, Chemical, biological and conventional arms 
control and disarmament. Such isolation of a security issue as a conséquence 
of the abstraction is not a given factor. For example, when the United States 
moved towards acquiring an offensive nerve-agent capability in the late 
1940s, this was not in response to a spécifie Soviet Chemical threat. Rather, 
the explosion of the Soviet atomic device in 1949 ended the US nuclear 
monopoly and undermined the deterrent function of the US atomic bombs. 
The event caused a général re-examination of the US security policy, which 
was based on massive retaliation against any Soviet aggression. The new 
Chemical arsenal received a deterrence-by-denial rôle against the massed 
armour and manpower of the Soviet bloc and not that of an intra-war in-kind 
deterrence to prevent the USSR from resorting to unconventional warfare. 
That position conflicted with the standing in-retaliation-only policy 
regarding CW and the highest military and political circles seriously 
discussed renunciation of that policy. Chemical weapons were not a 
déterminant of the US security posture, but rather a substitute for insuffîcient 
conventional power. They became marginalized again when tactical nuclear 
and improved conventional weapons, which were also more prestigious to 
the US Army and morally less objectionable, became available in the mid- 
1950s. In this example, CW served as a temporary stopgap for salient 
security déficits in the conventional and nuclear fields.12 The équation in 
which US military planners wished to place them was a highly 
asymmetrical one. In the Soviet Union, the post-Second World War doctrinal 
significance of CW was limited and the weapons most likely had a défensive 
rôle.13 This différence of doctrinal functions between the two countries 
would have made it extremely difficult to segregate CW from the overall 
military équation and submit them for arms control. Functional équivalence 
for CW between the United States and the Soviet Union only began to 
emerge in the 1970s when the US Army began considering new Chemical 
munitions for in-kind deterrence. It placed them in direct relationship to the 
Soviet CW arsenal, which found some increased importance as part of the 
development of non-nuclear war-fighting stratégies in the 1970s and 1980s.
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Functional équivalence of a particular class of weaponry between two or 
more political entities is attained when these political entities assign this 
class of weaponry a similar fonction in their respective military doctrines. 
Weaponry in functional équivalence is thus characterized by the fact that 
any change in its constitution in one political entity would be countered by 
a similar change in an adversarial political entity. Conversely, changes in the 
constitution of weaponry not in functional équivalence in one political 
entity would elicit an asymmetrical or no response from an adversary. A 
class of weaponry in functional équivalence between the major political 
entities concemed can be isolated as a security issue and thereby fulfîl an 
underlying precondition for sustainable arms control or disarmament. In 
other words, it is an important catalyst in the right security environment 
rather than an independent promoter of arms control and disarmament. If 
absent the weapons category cannot be isolated and submitted for 
negotiations because it retains significant supplementary value to meet the 
security déficit of a given state.

Two major routes to functional équivalence exist. First, a particular class 
of weapons can be introduced for the explicit purpose of countering a 
particular deployment by the adversary side. For example, NATO deployed 
Pershing II and cruise missiles in Europe in the 1980s to counterbalance 
Soviet intermediate-range nuclear forces. Within a relatively brief span of 
time they were eliminated by means of negotiations. The condition is 
manifestly présent in the réductions of intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(ICBM) and other stratégie delivery vehicles. Functional équivalence was 
probably stated formally for the first time in the joint Vladivostok statement 
of 24 November 1974 when the United States and the Soviet Union agreed 
that they were entitled to a certain aggregate number of stratégie delivery 
vehicles, comprising ICBMs, submarine-launched ballistic missiles and 
heavy bombers as a foundation for further arms limitation talks.14 Functional 
équivalence of ballistic missile defences enabled the conclusion of the 1972 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. Unsurprisingly, this bilatéral treaty is today 
under great strain because of the perception of an emergent missile threat 
from developing countries. No functional équivalence with respect to either 
missiles or missile defence Systems exists between the United States and 
any of the developing countries in question.

Second, functional équivalence can emerge as a resuit of functional shift 
within the military doctrine of a country. Functional shift is an 
(unintentional) outcome of the assimilation of a weapon system into 
mainstream military doctrine: the political, bureaucratie, économie, 
technological and military pressures which led to the intégration of a 
weapon system into mainstream military doctrine must continue to operate
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to maintain such intégration. Weapon Systems can acquire différent 
doctrinal functions, thus prolonging their operational life. The process may 
also lead to function specialization, whereby a weapon system is assigned 
to or adapted for more narrowly defined missions. As noted above, CW in 
the United States underwent such a functional shift between the late 1940s 
and the 1970s. The moral, légal and political difficulties the proponents of 
CW encountered in integrating these weapons into mainstream military 
doctrine, as well as the emergence of new nuclear and conventional 
weapons that could perform the same tasks at lower opportunity costs to the 
military planners, over time led them to advocate the far more specialized 
rôle of in-kind deterrence. Functional équivalence was achieved during the 
1970s and 1980s because the US Chemical munitions were placed in a direct 
relation to the Soviet Chemical arsenal.15 As with the Vladivostok statement, 
the condition was implicitly recognized by both sides in the 1989 US-Soviet 
Mémorandum of Understanding on Chemical Weapons.16 Shortly 
afterwards, Président George Bush announced US readiness to destroy 80 
per cent of the US chemical stockpile if the Soviet Union was prepared to 
eut its arsenal to an equal level and ail of its CW if ail nations capable of 
building CW were to sign the future disarmament treaty.17 The latter 
condition can be interpreted as an attempt to establish a formai condition of 
functional équivalence with other States.

Functional équivalence créâtes the context for an absolute gain, making 
co-operation possible. No party in the équation has an incentive to alter the 
status quo since other countries would counter the change with a similar 
move, while raising the opportunity costs to maintain the increased 
capability. Functional équivalence thus opens opportunities for arms control 
or disarmament because no further relative gain in terms of the function of 
the weaponry concemed can be obtained. By isolating an arms category and 
submitting it to an international arms control or disarmament régime States 
parties can achieve absolute gains. It reduces the security déficit produced 
by that particular class of weapons as well as the opportunity costs for 
maintaining a response to the threat.

The condition of functional équivalence is, as noted above, not an 
independent promoter of arms control or disarmament, but a necessary 
catalyst if the security environment is conducive to such policies. Especially 
if the threat of a military confrontation is acute, a State can feel that, despite 
functional équivalence, the réduction or élimination of a particular class of 
weaponry would lead to a relative loss and thus magnify the security déficit. 
If functional équivalence is not présent for a particular class of weaponry, 
countries may still seek relative gains in terms of the function of the weapon 
concemed in order to increase their own security to the détriment of the
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adversary. In such circumstances, co-operation is diffïcult, if not impossible, 
and arms control and disarmament are improbable because the adversaries 
cannot isolate the class of arms as a constituting element of the threat. This 
reinforces the motivation for armament.

Looking at global arms control and disarmament treaties from the 
perspective of régional security, the condition of functional équivalence can 
manifest itself in three différent ways:

1. Functional équivalence is irrelevant. The weaponry under considération 
does not enter the security équation because no state possesses it or fears 
its use from outside powers. Entering an arms control or disarmament 
treaty présents no signifîcant gains, but also no losses. However, if a cost 
is involved in the implémentation, then that cost has to be compensated 
sufficiently so as to provide an incentive. The NPT, the BTWC and the 
CWC ail contain an article offering international co-operation and 
assistance for non-prohibited purposes. The irrelevancy of functional 
équivalence can also manifest itself when States find a consensus that a 
particular type of weaponry has little or no military use and can be 
dispensed with before it increases security déficits. The conclusion of 
the BTWC in 1972 is such an example. However, many analysts and 
policy-makers today discem a function shift for B W as a conséquence of 
scientific developments and easy access to production technologies. 
These extrinsic challenges place the convention, which lacks 
vérification and adéquate enforcement provisions, under great strain, be
cause the attraction of increasing relative gains may tempt States to 
defect from the treaty.

2. Functional équivalence is non-existent. The type of weaponry under 
considération is part of the régional security équation, but only some 
régional actors possess it. This gives them a major relative advantage 
over their neighbours, which they cannot achieve by any other means. 
Adversaries may also have deployed the weaponry, but assigned it 
différent functions in their military doctrines so that no direct link 
between the respective capabilities is perceived. In either case, States can 
base their security calculations on relative gains expectations, so that the 
preconditions for arms control or disarmament do not materialize.

3. Functional équivalence is présent. Arms control or disarmament 
becomes possible, because no further relative gains in terms of the 
function of the weaponry under considération are possible. Through co- 
operation in the arms control or disarmament régime ail parties can 
achieve absolute gains. However, the catalytic properties of functional
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équivalence will only manifest themselves if the overall security 
environment is conducive to the réduction of the arms category under 
considération.

The condition of functional équivalence a State perceives itself to be in will 
détermine its expectations as regards the security benefïts offered by the 
arms control or disarmament treaty. These différent expectations can lead to 
divergent interprétations of the agreement and cause friction among States 
parties. This is exactly what is happening with respect to the 
implémentation of Article XI of the CWC.

Article XI: The Régional Appeal of a Global Convention

Article XI of the CWC deals with the right of States parties to have access 
to certain Chemical compounds and technologies with important application 
in the civilian Chemical industry, but which could also be used for purposes 
prohibited by the convention.18 Before the end of the Cold War Article XI 
was not generally considered a prédominant issue. The replacement of the 
bipolar global security system by a multipolar one caused a major révision 
of the security interests of states in many parts of the world. This process 
has been fed and in tum reinforced by a growing assertiveness about 
économie and societal progress in developing countries.

The élimination of CW is of course a security question in the first place. 
Article I prohibits states parties from engaging in any préparations for 
waging Chemical warfare, to use CW or to retain CW stockpiles. Chemical 
munitions and related facilities must be destroyed under international 
supervision. As the possibility of Chemical warfare between the two 
superpowers and their allies receded, the threat of the use of CW in régional 
wars or by terrorist groupings grew. Article I is sufficiently wide to cover 
the shift: states parties are also prohibited to assist, encourage or induce, in 
any way, anyone to engage in any activity prohibited to a State party under 
the CWC. However, contrary to the detailed spécifications how to eliminate 
CW and related facilities, the convention does not indicate how states 
parties must fulfil this particular obligation. It leaves ample scope for 
diverging interprétations. On the one hand, many industrialized states 
perceive the need to maintain national export Controls on commodities that 
may be diverted for the production of CW. They co-ordinate their respective 
policies in the Australia Group, an informai consultative body created in 
1985 after it became clear that Iraq was using CW in its war with Iran and 
had acquired its CW production capability mostly from Western companies. 
The Australia Group has developed a list of Chemical warfare agents and 
precursors to Chemical warfare agents, which the participating states have
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incorporated in their national export control législation. These export 
control policies in principle make no distinction between States parties and 
non-states parties.

On the other hand, the CWC establishes its own export control system 
for those Chemicals and groups of Chemicals that pose the greatest risk to 
the convention.19 Therefore, developing countries argue that no 
supplementary measures are required especially as regards other States 
parties. The lists used by the Australia Group participants and the ones 
contained in the CWC overlap only partially so that the Australia Group 
also maintains trade restrictions on Chemicals not listed in the CWC. The 
developing countries support their arguments by referring to Article XI, 
which requests States parties to implement the CWC in a manner which 
avoids hampering the économie or technological development of states 
parties, and international co-operation in the field of Chemical activities for 
purposes not prohibited under the convention. To this end states parties are 
asked to review their national export Controls so as to make them consistent 
with the objects and purposes of the convention. The tension between the 
industrialized and developing countries poses a formidable challenge to the 
implémentation of the CWC and the future of the treaty régime. At a deeper 
level the interprétations reflect the diverse security expectations from the 
convention states parties from différent régions have.

As noted above, a global disarmament treaty encompasses various 
conditions of functional équivalence. Viewed from the perspective of 
régional security, this results in the expression of différent security 
requirements and expectations from the disarmament régime. These can be 
revealed by projecting the heuristic device of the régional security complex 
onto the global map of the participation in the CWC treaty régime. Barry 
Buzan identified rive major régional security complexes in the developing 
world: the Middle East, South America, South Asia, Southeast Asia and 
Southern Africa.20 As of May 1998, 166 states had signed the CWC (85%), 
but 59 states (30%) had not yet ratified it. Twenty-six states (13%) remained 
non-signatories, distributed as follows (see map):21

Africa: Angola, Botswana, Egypt, Eritrea, Libya, Mozambique,
Sâo Tomé and Principe, Somalia, Sudan 

Asia: Iraq, Korea (North), Lebanon, Syria, Taiwan
Europe: Andorra, Serbia
Central America: Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Belize 
Pacific: Kiribati, Niue, Palau, Solomon Islands, Tonga,

Tuvalu, Vanuatu.
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If ail small island and atoll states are excluded from this list,22 then two 
thirds of the remaining 17 non-signatory states lie inside the régional 
security complexes as circumscribed by Buzan.23 Ail these states are in the 
Middle East and Africa and are distinctly divided in the two régional 
security complexes:

Middle East: Egypt, Eritrea, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan and Syria 

Southern Africa: Angola, Botswana and Mozambique.

The régions consist of a mix of ratifying, signatory and non-signatory states. 
Ail states between these two régional security complexes, with the sole 
exception of Sâo Tomé and Principe, have either signed or ratified the 
CWC. This is also the case for ail buffer states between the other régional 
security complexes. Such distribution is consistent with the presence of 
functional équivalence regarding CW and its functioning as a catalyst in 
arms control and disarmament processes.

In the Middle East, two security conditions dominate. The State (or the 
political régime) faces an existential threat as a conséquence of internai 
political instability and war or antagonistic security relationships with other 
states. In the former case, disarmament or any other international security 
régime has very low national security priority. In the latter, functional 
équivalence is non-existent. From the Arab perspective, Israel’s nuclear 
monopoly constitutes a prime threat to régional security and has to be 
removed before any other arms control or disarmament measure can be 
considered. Constrained by limited scientific and technological capabilities 
and the NPT, several Arab states have pursued a CW capability to deter 
Israël and have progressively improved the means of delivery. They remain 
unwilling to relinquish the Chemical warfare option unless Israël signs the 
NPT. At the Conférence on Disarmament in Geneva, Egypt emphatically 
stated during the closing stages of the negotiations that the CWC must cover 
issues vital to its national security and interests.24 Egypt, together with 
several other Arab ‘front line’ states, has so far refused to sign the CWC and 
insists on the linkage of ail security issues. However, unstated in the Arab 
positions are the antagonistic relationships among themselves and the 
historical fact that since the Second World War Arab states have been the 
ones that used CW against fellow Arabs, Kurds and Iranians. This 
fragmentation in the régional security complex with its swiftly changing 
alliances perpétuâtes the hostile political climate. A deep-rooted lack of 
trust prevents engagement in multilatéral co-operative security régimes. The 
inequality in the domestic capability to acquire particular types of weaponry 
as well as the extent of motives for seeking such weapons, ranging from real
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extemal threats or expansionism to domestic prestige of the political 
leadership, make the emergence of functional équivalence between any two 
states, let alone among ail states, extremely diffîcult.

Israël, on the other hand, views its nuclear capacity as an instrument of 
last resort to avoid its annihilation. From that perspective, nuclear weapons 
are not part of an équation with the Arab Chemical capabilities. Whatever 
CW Israël may possess,25 in view of the absence of even opaque 
statements,26 they would most likely function as an in-kind deterrent rather 
than as a stratégie instrument for war prévention. To Israël, Arab CW 
together with the overwhelming superiority in manpower and conventional 
weapons are just part of the overarching existential threat it expériences. In 
addition, Israël fears weapon developments in non-contiguous states such as 
Iraq and Iran, with whom it has particularly antagonistic relationships. From 
its perspective, it faces a summation of threats posed by individual 
countries, which have to be dealt with individually. Bilatéral peace accords 
with neighbouring states will therefore not necessarily lead to fundamental 
changes in its military posture. While a policy of sélective deterrence, 
whereby some countries are informed that they are not the targets of certain 
types of weapon, can offer a way out of the political stalemate, it does not 
contribute to the création of a condition of functional équivalence. 
Consequently, Israël is hardly in a position to commit itself to arms control 
or disarmament agreements. Israël signed the CWC in January 1993, but the 
gambit met with no response from the Arab states central to its security 
predicament with the exception of Jordan, with whom it had signed a 
bilatéral peace treaty. If anything, Israël perceives an increased CW threat 
from its neighbours since then and has announced its refusai to ratify the 
convention.27

Two major characteristics of these states are their fundamental 
dissatisfaction with the geopolitical status quo and to a great extent their 
reliance on self-help.28 Abiding by the CWC can place any country in an 
acute security dilemma: each State party commits itself individually to the 
treaty régime and not to other states, irrespective of whether these have 
acceded to the CWC or not. It renounces CW under ail circumstances, 
including in-kind retaliation, and even agréés to desist from a CW 
deterrence posture. A treaty violation or a Chemical threat by a non-state 
party will consequently create a highly asymmetrical security condition, 
whereby the appropriate response must be sought in alternative measures. 
Despite existential threats and recent use or risk of use of CW in the area, 
the Gulf monarchies -  Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the 
United Arab Emirates -  have recognized their security dependency and rely 
on outside powers to balance their security déficit. Their choice for 
international co-operation is reflected in the high percentage of states parties
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to the CWC in défiance of calls by the Arab League not to join the treaty 
until other issues with Israël are resolved. The négative security assurances 
extended by the convention -  for instance, each state party has the right to 
request and receive assistance and protection against the use or threat of use 
of CW29 -  concretize the absolute gains the Gulf monarchies seek in an 
international security régime.30 Article XI guarantees unimpaired 
development of their oil-based économies. Géographie distance from the 
core of the Arab-Israeli contention seems to play a major rôle in the 
positions adopted by the Maghreb countries, too. Morocco, Algeria and 
Tunisia are (together with South Africa) the main importers and the only 
exporters of Schedule 2 and 3 Chemicals.31 Ratification ensured that their 
économies will not suffer from the trade embargo on scheduled Chemicals 
to be imposed by the CWC and that they can benefit from the technology 
transfers.

In other words, the relevance of Article XI to the décision by a state to 
join the CWC is determined by that state’s proximity to a central cleavage 
within a régional security complex. At the core, the asymmetry between 
major arms catégories and the lack of functional équivalence between 
weapons of a same class prevent progress towards arms control and 
disarmament, because in the given antagonistic environment such a move 
would lead to an increase in the security déficit. Great suspicion persists that 
the adversary could obtain a décisive relative gain by breaching the 
agreement. At the périphéries of the régional security complex, the 
asymmetries and lack of functional équivalence still prevail, but as a 
conséquence of the reduced saliency of the existential threat, the security 
guarantees extended by the treaty can sufficiently offset the security déficit. 
Article XI consequently obtains greater relative importance because it holds 
out the prospect of absolute gains for the state concemed. In the case of the 
Middle East, assessment of these gains proved of greater value than Arab 
solidarity against Israël. For some States, such as Iraq and Libya, défiance 
in the face of international isolation gives an added incentive to maintain 
CW armament programmes. These, however, do not appear to influence the 
threat assessments of neighbouring States. In fact, for the Gulf monarchies 
it reinforces the appréciation of the security dependency on outside powers 
and the need for international co-operation.32

Unlike the Middle East, a CW threat in the Southern African security 
complex was never clear-cut. While it is now known that South Africa 
initiated an extensive CW programme in the 1980s reportedly as a 
conséquence of repeated allégations of CW use in Angola,33 this programme 
was shrouded in such secrecy that the impossibility to communicate its 
doctrinal function to an adversary would have largely nullifîed its déterrent 
value. Intelligence reports gave différent appraisals about the likelihood of
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CW deployment by South Africa. Declaratory policy rejected Chemical 
warfare as a means of waging war, but stopped short of stating that the 
country did not possess CW.34 During the 1970s and 1980s South Africa was 
accused of using or supplying rebels with CW in the conflicts in 
neighbouring countries, including Mozambique. It denied ail charges. 
Today, this dominant régional power has changed its political régime and is 
slowly consolidating its new démocratie foundations. Its relations with the 
former front line states have improved dramatically. It has signed and 
ratified the CWC, so that any remnants of a CW programme will be 
removed under international supervision. As noted above, South Africa has 
great économie interests in the trade of Schedule 2 and 3 Chemicals, so that 
in the absence of a crédible CW threat Article XI offers substantial absolute 
gains. Many allégations of CW use surfaced in the course of the internai 
wars in Angola and Mozambique, but the extent to which these have 
influenced policy not to sign the CWC is unclear. Both countries are in the 
process of nation building and consequently momentarily have limited 
interest in international security co-operation. The structure of their 
économies is such that any gains under Article XI could easily be offset by 
the costs of participating in the implémentation of the convention. They 
have, together with Botswana,35 repeatedly expressed their support for the 
CWC. In addition, Angola has clarified that the issue of the CWC has been 
postponed until the new govemment is installed, which will include 
members of the former opposition, so that ratification is an expression of 
national consensus.36 As far as can be judged, the condition of functional 
équivalence is irrelevant to the Southern African security complex. With the 
exception of South Africa, the incentive which Article XI offers to join the 
treaty régime is marginal at best, and the lack of clear gains may explain in 
part why some countries demonstrate little urgency in becoming states 
parties. However, unlike, for example, Libya and Egypt, they have publicly 
supported the goals of the convention and can reasonably be expected to 
join the treaty régime in a not too distant future.

Ail countries but one between the Middle Eastem and South African 
régional security complexes have either signed or ratified the CWC. Even 
the sole non-signatory state, the small islands group of Sâo Tomé and 
Principe, is on record as supporting the principles of the convention.37 
However, it does not face any serious extemal security threat and does not 
have an economy that would be affected by the treaty. The financial cost of 
its participation in the implémentation of the CWC is thus absolute.38 Ail 
other countries in this area are noticeably free from accusations of 
prolifération or allégations of use.39 The condition of functional équivalence 
is consequently irrelevant. From the security perspective, the CWC présents 
these states with no significant gains, but also with no losses. Several of
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these Central African States have thus stressed the importance of Article XI 
in their décision to sign up to the convention and at meetings of the 
Preparatory Commission (PrepCom) for the Organisation for the 
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) they have argued for its 
concrète implémentation. Consequently, they have also expressed great 
réservations about the continued functioning of the Australia Group after 
entry into force of the CWC.40 To them, the incentives in Article XI are 
central in the rationale for joining the treaty régime. In the past few years, 
several Central African States have experienced serious political instability, 
which complicates ratification processes. Some States that have expressed a 
strong link between the CWC and their économie development, such as 
Cameroon and Kenya, have already deposited their instruments of 
ratification.

It may appear remarkable that no other régional security complex 
besides the Middle East and Southern Africa has non-signatory States 
despite antagonistic security relationships among its members. Too little 
verifiable information is available to make a judgement about the condition 
of functional équivalence of CW with any degree of confidence. However, 
in two complexes, namely the South Asian and South American ones, States 
had agreed to accept a formai condition of functional équivalence just 
before the CWC was opened for signature in January 1993. On 5 September 
1991 Argentina, Brazil and Chile signed the Joint Déclaration on the 
Complété Prohibition of Chemical and Biological Weapons in Mendoza, 
Argentina.41 Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Uruguay also signed the 
document afterwards.42 On 4 December 1991 the five Andean countries -  
Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela -  in Cartagena De Indias, 
Columbia, signed the Déclaration on the Renunciation of Weapons of Mass 
Destruction.43 Thus with the exception of the small States of Guyana and 
Suriname (French Guyana is a départaient of France), ail South American 
states had entered into at least one multilatéral agreement in which they 
committed themselves not to develop, produce, acquire in any way, 
stockpile or retain, transfer directly or indirectly, or use CW before the 
conclusion of the negotiations on the CWC. As of May 1998, ail but two of 
them (Bolivia and Columbia) have also ratified the convention. Guyana and 
Suriname also ratified the CWC.

In South Asia India and Pakistan similarly signed the ‘Joint Déclaration 
on Complété Prohibition of Chemical Weapons’ on 19 August 1992.44 Both 
states have signed the CWC. India has also ratified it and publicly declared 
its possession of CW. Its ratification commits India to the verified 
destruction of its CW arsenal within the time frames established by the 
convention. This bilatéral agreement must have played a major rôle in 
India’s ratification, irrespective of Pakistan’s future actions. The hostile
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relations between the two countries continue to lead to military border 
clashes. In 1996 a senior Pakistani offlcer thinking in terms of relative gains 
called for a retaliatory CW capability despite the joint déclaration and the 
CWC.45 Meanwhile Pakistan has also ratified the convention, proving the 
utility of a formalized condition of functional équivalence.

In both the South American and South Asian security complexes states 
declared a formai condition of functional équivalence by pledging not to 
acquire or retain CW. They replicated in a régional and multilatéral setting 
what the United States and the Soviet Union had originally done in 1989 in 
a bilatéral context. The reciprocal pledge subsequently allowed each State to 
commit itself individually to the CWC disarmament régime: each state 
party remains bound by the convention irrespective of what action another 
country, whether a state party or not, takes. Such a formalized condition of 
functional équivalence contributes significantly to the goal of universality. 
On the one hand, it can affirm an existing condition of functional 
équivalence. On the other hand, where functional équivalence is irrelevant, 
uncertain or non-existent in a régional security environment otherwise 
conducive to more amicable interactions, formalization will permit the 
isolation of the arms category and its submission to a co-operative arms 
control or disarmament régime. Basically, by undertaking a reciprocal 
pledge states déclaré that they will not seek relative gains in terms of the 
function of the weaponry under considération. Each state consequently 
obtains an absolute gain because an aspect of the security déficit is 
removed. Under such conditions incentives, like those contained in Article 
XI, contribute to universality of a global treaty because they increase the 
projected absolute gain for each state, which, in tum, strengthens the initial 
inclination to enter into a régional multilatéral contract.

Conclusions

The CWC is a global disarmament treaty. Universality greatly strengthens 
its internai norm and raises the opportunity costs for maintaining CW. Each 
state, however, faces a security déficit and its interest in joining an 
international security régime is determined by the absolute gains the 
agreement can offer to reduce that security déficit. This cost/benefit 
assessment can be négative, especially in those cases in which the political 
leadership feels compelled to define national security in terms of relative 
gains. Such circumstances may occur because, among other reasons, a state 
faces an extemal threat to its very existence or the political leadership seeks 
to enhance its domestic legitimacy or international standing.

The introduction of functional équivalence as an indispensable catalyst 
for arms control or disarmament and the application of the heuristic device
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of the régional security complex to the CWC have revealed the diversity of 
reasons why states have joined the treaty and the gains they expect to obtain. 
Régional security complexes accentuate the fact that not every country is 
pitted against every other country. The concept thus dispenses with the need 
to investigate spurious security relationships that could theoretically exist 
between states inside and outside the complex. It also allows différentiation 
of the motives of states to join security régimes such as arms control and 
disarmament agreements. A great différence in state behaviour can be 
anticipated if the security policies are directed towards the maintenance of 
the status quo in friendly or antagonistic security relationships or if they are 
pursued to alter the balance of power inside the régional security complex. 
Functional équivalence is key to arms control and disarmament because it 
permits states to isolate a particular security issue and submit it to 
negotiation. However, the différent ways in which functional équivalence 
can manifest itself influences how states defîne their security interests 
regarding the arms category under considération.

If functional équivalence was the outcome of a process of functional 
shift in mainstream military doctrine of one or more powers or the resuit of 
the deployment of a particular type of weaponry with the explicit purpose 
of countering a similar deployment by an adversary, these states will focus 
primarily on the treaty provisions dealing with the élimination or 
management of that weaponry. Chemical weapons became the object of in- 
kind deterrence in the East-West context, and the former adversaires 
developed a major interest in the verifîed élimination of the respective 
stockpiles and CW-related infrastructure. While the current East-West 
security environment virtually ended the risk of Chemical warfare, the 
perception of new functions for CW in the arsenals of developing countries 
or as instruments of terrorism has led to an adjustment of the security déficit 
and a corresponding reinforcement of emphasis on the security provisions 
in the CWC by countries in the industrialized world. This accounts for the 
stress on the precedence of Article I over Article XI and the recasting of the 
CWC as a non-proliferation régime.

Functional équivalence may manifest itself differently depending on 
whether or not the states under considération are part of a régional security 
complex. In the case of CW functional équivalence was found to be 
irrelevant outside régional security complexes. These states demonstrated 
great if not prime interest in Article XI because of the right it grants to 
benefit from international trade, technology transfers and scientific 
interactions that can promote économie and societal development. Any 
impingement on that right affects the expectations for absolute gains these 
states have of the CWC. Insuffîcient or négative absolute gains, especially 
in view of the Financial cost incurred to implement the convention, lessens
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the interest in the CWC and may to some extent account for the lack of 
urgency of some signatory states outside security complexes to ratify. The 
lack of a CW threat or past experience with Chemical warfare reinforces this 
position. The acquisition of CW by a neighbouring country which is part of 
a régional security complex does not increase security concems in the same 
way it would if both states were in the régional security complex, because 
the country outside the complex knows that it is not the target of such 
armament policies.

Inside régional security complexes a variety of circumstances may arise. 
If the weaponry under considération forms part of the security équation but 
the condition of functional équivalence is not présent, then it cannot be 
isolated for submission to negotiations because its removal would increase 
the security déficit of the possessor State and amount to a relative loss in 
terms of the function of the weapon. Security interactions within a régional 
security complex may be hostile to the extent that states experience 
existential threats. Under such circumstances arms control and disarmament 
are improbable propositions because these states calculate their security in 
terms of relative gains. Even though functional équivalence may be présent, 
the security environment is not conducive to international co-operation and, 
because relative gains concems exist, will promote reliance on self-help. 
Under those circumstances, the incentives offered by Article XI of the CWC 
are irrelevant to the discussion of universality. In fact, these states feel that 
the positive and négative security guarantees offered by the CWC are 
insufficient to address their respective security déficits.

However, such antagonistic security interactions are not equally salient 
across the régional security complex. Geographical distance from the core 
of the conflict appears to correlate with preparedness to engage in 
international co-operation. Other national interests, such as économie and 
societal development, obtain greater relative importance. Incentives in these 
areas in combination with security assurances to protect the State party from 
violations or threats can offer peripheral states sufficient absolute gains to 
join the treaty régime. International co-operation thus becomes an added 
value to the overall security posture. The expectations of the CWC are 
consequently entirely defined by the expectations of international co- 
operation. Chemical weapons are part of the security équation in the région 
to which the peripheral states belong and they have committed themselves 
to the treaty régime to address that particular threat through other means. 
International co-operation is one way to offset a security déficit. If such 
international co-operation fails, these states stand to lose most by joining the 
CWC.

Finally, the condition of functional équivalence can be either irrelevant 
or blurred inside a régional security complex. Because states have to
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commit themselves individually to the treaty régime irrespective of the 
actions of others, they do not wish to place themselves at a relative 
disadvantage. To dispense with that risk of relative loss and to allow each 
state to enjoy its absolute gains, countries in such a régional security 
complex can take the intermediate step of entering into a contract with each 
other. They pledge that they will not seek a relative gain in terms of the 
function of the weapon in question. This formai condition of functional 
équivalence, which in itself is an expression of a security environment 
conducive to arms control or disarmament, permits States to commit 
themselves in full confidence to the global régime.

Considering state behaviour from the perspective of a global 
disarmament treaty fails to take into account the impact of local or régional 
security dynamics on the cost/benefit assessment of each state. While the 
CWC in its entirety may be universal, each individual provision in the 
convention may not have global relevance. Depending on geographical 
location and security environment, States can have différent appréciations of 
the relative importance of the articles in the CWC. Because ail States parties 
are treated as equal under the CWC, irrespective of their relative position in 
the international System or whether they are CW possessors or not, 
countries will press for their national interest based on their assessment of 
the relative importance of the provisions. The CWC consequently holds the 
potential for a major clash of interests, which can prevent its effective 
functioning. This will be particularly the case if interested parties or groups 
of interested parties explicitly or implicitly assume that their interprétations 
or claims are universal simply because the convention in its entirety is 
global.

The debate on the relative importance of Articles I and XI of the CWC 
is a debate on the fundamental ideological assumptions conceming the 
nature of international security and co-operation. However, in a global 
régime, the positions regarding security and development cannot be 
mutually exclusive but rather have to be ones of gradation. The prevailing 
security conditions in a given région, together with the assessment by a state 
of its capability to survive or enhance its position in a hostile environment, 
play a basic rôle in the décision to join a co-operative security arrangement. 
Only as the cost/benefit analysis of the impact of the convention on the 
security déficit becomes less négative, does the relative importance of 
Article XI grow because States can focus more on securing absolute gains. 
Developing countries with a greater interest in Article XI can adopt policies 
of greater voluntary transparency in ail of the areas covered by the CWC in 
order to allay the security concems of other States parties. Industrialized 
countries, which have expressed grave concem about prolifération and 
consequently about the relative gains to be acquired by staying outside the
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treaty or defecting from it, must recognize that their security will benefit not 
only from the destruction of CW arsenals and the related infrastructure but 
also from a higher degree of universality. To achieve the latter, they must 
accommodate the différent expectations which states that have not lived 
under the spectre of Chemical warfare may have from the CWC.
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